
TREVISO
 NEW IDEAS FOR
A BEAUTIFUL HOME.
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LEBENSFREUDE LÄSST SICH EINRICHTEN.

> MEHR VIELFALT MIT NUR EINEMKLICK: WWW.GWINNER.DE 
> More variety in a single CliCk: www.gwinner.de 

GWINNER WOHNDESIGN GMBH | HAUPTSTRASSE 70 | D-72285 PFALZGRAFENWEILER 

TELEFON +49 (0) 7445183-0 | FAX +49 (0) 7445183-199 | INFO@GWINNER.DE 



> wall unit TO207 Concrete look + natural oak timber wHd 360/200/41.2-55.7 cm.

> striking Curves mixed with sharp edges and
corners add to the treviso's strong character. a particular highlight is the 
rounded wall panel at the top and bottom, available in lacquer or one of 
our effect surfaces: rust or concrete. By combining it with straight-edged 
elements made from real-wood veneer, you can create a unique feel that 
cleverly unites nature and urban charm.

> wall unit TO201-SV (front cover) natural oak timber + Mocca lacquer wHd 357.5/200/41.2-55.7 
cm.
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> wall unit TO203 natural oak timber + white lacquer wHd 335/196.9/41.2-55.7 cm.
Matching: Highboard TO253 wHd 195/144.1/41.2 cm, Coffee table CT406-114D wHd 114/46/70 cm and chair 
KIRA Fabric arizona 535 + natural oak

> stylisHly CoMBining originality and Modernity.

 // the particular texture of oak timber lends a feeling of traditional warmth and natural vibrancy. By combining the pieces with high-
quality, on-trend lacquers or accents in our rust or concrete looks, you can create a pleasantly striking yet unique style. Complemented by glass
and light, you can really exude a feeling of modern living and vibrancy. treviso – an astoundingly versatile range of the highest quality. 
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> wall unit TO231 natural oak timber + rust look wHd 325/218.9/41.2-55.7 cm. 
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> Make your ideas unique.// what's the use of wonderful ideas if they don't come to fruition in real life? this is why we not only place great emphasis on a 
clear striking design when developing new design lines, but also pay careful attention to selecting the best materials and ensuring the highest level of
craftsmanship. our aim is to offer you a diverse and comprehensive range of possible combinations so that your creativity knows no bounds.



>  Kombination BEXX | Materialbeschreibung und Materialbeschreibung | BHT XXX_XXX_XX cm.
>  Kombination BEXX | Materialbeschreibung und Materialbeschreibung | BHT XXX_XXX_XX cm.

> wall unit TO232 natural oak timber + Concrete look wHd 195/200/41.2-55.7 cm.
Matching: Coffee table CT405-110 wHd 110/40/65 cm

// SPOT ON! 
use the latest led lighting technology to set the right tone.

> wall unit TO220 natural oak timber + rust look + wHd 325/218.9/41.2-55.7 cm.

Matching: Coffee table CT406-114D wHd 114/46/70 cm

// NEATLY TIDIED AWAY:
generous storage that's plain to see.
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> wall unit TO201 natural oak timber + Mocca lacquer wHd 357.5/200/41.2-55.7 cm.
Matching: Highboard TO251 wHd 130/144.1/41.2 cm and Coffee table CT501-110 wHd 110/42/65 cm.

> Pure entertainMent

// at last, plenty of room for the latest  home-cinema technology – and all in keeping with the design. the electrical storage 

compartment, integrated cable management system, the ability to operate multi-media devices using an infrared repeater – even when the doors are closed – 
Cd and dvd racks, drawers to bring order and discrete storage options for anything that may spoil the overall look. now there's nothing stopping you from 
enjoying a spontaneous home-cinema evening.
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>  Highboard TO242 natural oak timber wHd 195/91.3/49.2 cm. 
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> unBelievaBly varied and versatile.

// keep all your options open with the treviso. variable wall combinations, a variety of occasional furniture and expressive 
individual pieces always give you never-ending design freedom. you'll be amazed how you're able to cleverly cater for future changes to your 
personal
tastes and overcome any new challenges.

> Highboard TO253 natural oak timber wHd 195/144.1/41.2 cm.

// strong one-off pieces effortlessly complement this diverse range. all our display units, 
sideboards and highboards integrate perfectly with your desired overall look. as a stand-alone piece or in 
combination with additional elements, they each bring something new to the design. they conveniently 
offer plenty of storage space and allow you to show off your most treasured possessions.



> dining table ET613-200 natural oak timber wHd 200/76/100 cm.

Matching: seat and chair KIRA Fabric arizona 535 + natural oak 
and sideboard TO242 natural oak timber wHd 195/91.3/49.2 cm 

> Pull uP a CHair witH kira or susann.

// a comfortable dining area easily lends itself to becoming a central meeting point for your friends and family. 

and it goes without saying that you need the right chairs to get it just right. anyone looking to make their mark while enjoying the utmost comfort 
should look no further than the kira or susann: two models from the gwinner dining room collection. these and other chairs and armchairs, 
as well as a variety of dining tables and benches, can be found in the gwinner s-design collection. it provides you with an overview of our 

comprehensive fabric and leather collection, as well as showing you other models that can be combined with the treviso. 
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> Chair KIRA Fabric arizona 535 + natural oak.

> Chair SUSANN Fabric Florida 108 + natural oak.

> Chair SUSANN leather toledo mocca + natural 
oak.



> dining table ET633-200 Mocca lacquer + natural oak timber wHd 200/76/100 cm.
Matching: Chairs SUSANN Fabric Florida 108 + natural oak, sideboard TO242 natural oak timber wHd 195/91.3/49.2 cm
and display cabinet UV11-402L and UV11-402R natural oak timber wHd each 65/196.9/41.2 cm.

> a Feast For tHe eyes

// it doesn't matter how much room you've got for your new dining area. let the treviso inspire you: the range includes 
attractive solutions incorporating dining tables, matching occasional furniture and seating options. the pictured dining tables are incredibly 
eye-catching and complement the overall design. at the same time, they offer just a glimpse into the comprehensive gwinner s-design dining 
room collection that includes a range of dining tables, chairs, armchairs and benches. you're guaranteed to find your favourite. 
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> dining table ET613-200 natural oak timber wHd 200/76/100 cm.> dining table ET633-200 Mocca lacquer + natural oak timber wHd 200/76/100 cm.
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> siMPly PraCtiCal.

// we've selected a few coffee tables for you from our comprehensive collection that complete the design 
and can complement your chosen look perfectly. Further ideas and options can be found in our separate coffee table collection 
brochure.

> Coffe table CT405-110 Concrete look + natural oak timber wHd 110/40/65 cm.

> Coffe table CT406-114D natural oak timber wHd 114/46/70 cm.

> Coffe table CT501-110 Mocca lacquer + natural oak timber wHd 110/42/65 cm.

> Coffee table CT406-114D natural oak timber wHd 114/46/70 cm. Matching: 
Highboard TO253 natural oak timber wHd 195/144.1/41.2 cm

> Coffe table CT503-110 natural oak timber wHd 110/40/65 cm.

> Coffe table CT504-85 natural oak timber wHd 85/45/85 cm.

> Coffe table CT505-55 natural oak timber wHd 55/53/55 cm.



01

01 drawers with organisers
02 Compartments with glass partition for media equipment
03 impressive display-unit lighting (led spotlights)
04 the electrical storage compartment offers plenty of room for cables 
05 wall panel with led lighting 
06 Beautiful insight: high-quality veneer workmanship

02

03 04

TO201 B 357,5 cm TO202 B 325 cm TO203 B 335 cm TO207 B 360 cm

TO209 B 292,5 cm TO210 B 292,5 cm

TO307 B 360 cm TO318 B 292,5 cm

TO320 B 325 cm

TO226 B 335 cm

TO331 B 325 cm TO332 B 195 cm TO261 B 325 cm

TO231 B 325 cm TO232 B 195 cm

TO303 B 335 cm

TO235 B 260 cm

TO301 B 357,5 cm
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TO218 B 292,5 cm TO220 B 325 cm

05 06
TO241 B 195 cm TO242 B 195 cm

CT405-110 B 110 cm CT406-114D B 114 cm CT501-110 B 110 cm CT503-110 B 110 cm

TO251 B 130 cm TO253 B 195 cm



> quality squared
// impressive veneer.
// Carefully selected effect surfaces: concrete and rust-effect look.
// High-quality, solvent-free lacquers.
// Countless variations and versatile thanks to the modular design.
// Modern led lighting technology.
// electrical storage compartment with radio remote control to adjust the lighting.
// Fast-assembly door hinges can be adjusted in three ways, incl. soft-close as standard.
// the drawers are mounted on soft-close, partial-extension quadro runners.
// High-quality lacquered metal handles.
// Manufactured and finished carefully and in an environmentally friendly manner.
// originates from Baden-württemberg, germany.

02

05

01

04

01 Lack weiß white lacquer
02 Lack fango Fango lacquer
03 Lack mocca Mocca lacquer
04 Betonoptik Concrete look
05 Rostoptik rust look
06 Balkeneiche natur* natural oak timber*

*veneer is a unique, natural product. Colour and texture differences 

between display models and brochure images are unavoidable. these are 

authentic features that lend the furniture its natural beauty and 

transform every piece into something unique.

03
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A

der Deutschen 
Gütegemeinschaft Möbel

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Kastenmöbel / free cabinets 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A
B
C
D

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach den Richt- 
linien der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft  
Möbel e.V. • emission class for furniture 
according to the guidelines of  
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. •  
www.emissionslabel.de

15031

Kollektion 2015/2016

2015031

A

der Deutschen 
Gütegemeinschaft Möbel

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Tische / tables 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A
B
C
D

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach den Richt- 
linien der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft  
Möbel e.V. • emission class for furniture 
according to the guidelines of  
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. •  
www.emissionslabel.de

15031

Kollektion 2015/2016

3015031

> when you pick a treviso, you are choosing quality that has been signed and sealed. gwinner has been a member of the deutsCHe 
gÜtegeMeinsCHaFt MÖBel e.v. (german Furniture quality association, dgM) for over 40 years – strict quality conditions, applicable din standards 
and safety regulations all go without saying. our furniture has been awarded the "golden M" – the ral mark of quality. thanks to the ral mark of 
quality, you can be certain that you are purchasing furniture of reliably high quality. tested furniture must be stable, safe, long-lasting 
and well manufactured – and it must not contain any substances that could cause health problems. tested quality, guaranteed safety and healthy 
living are based on the ral-gZ 430 goods and test regulations. the emissions label, also developed by the dgM, gives buyers even more 
reassurance. it provides information on harmful emissions and classifies furniture in emissions classes to offer further protection against health 
problems. gwinner also subjects its furniture to these tests. so far, all tested models have been classified in emissions class a – the best of the 
four possible classes. emissions class a meets the requirements for threshold values as per ral-gZ 430 and the Blue angel requirements (ral Zu 
19 – derived timber products). Further information is available online: www.dgm-moebel.de 
Furthermore, our dedication to quality can be seen throughout the production process: from choosing the right materials and processing them 
carefully, to the finished product. when manufacturing veneer leaves, we carefully select every tree trunk. 
our veneer experts are keen to demonstrate their many years of experience and craftsmanship when choosing and combining veneers. our matt 
silk lacquered surfaces are manufactured using the latest environmentally friendly technology, are durable and meet the requirements for 
environmentally friendly and healthy living. subject to errors, as well as design, colour and material modifications as part of technical progress.

// TREVISO CAN BE PLANNED IN ONLY  A FEW MINUTES. 

Have you fallen in love with the treviso but are not sure how it would 

fit at home? using a professional planning programme – furnplan – 

your retailer can draw up 3d plans of your chosen furniture in full 

colour. if you'd rather plan your furniture from the comfort of your own 

home before going to visit your retailer, that's not a problem either: 

a free version of furnplan is available to download from our website.

KLIMAPAKT
für die Möbelindustrie
Climate Pact for the furniture industry

Nach den Richtlinien für den Klimaschutz  
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • According to the guidelines 
for climate protection of the DGM • 
www.dgm-klimapakt.de

Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Prüfnummer / control number

K16-017

16-017-01
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TREVISO
NEUE IDEEN FÜR EIN
SCHÖNES ZUHAUSE.
NEW IDEAS FOR
A BEAUTIFUL HOME.
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